
 

Mr.   Adrian   Kearney  
Regional   Director  
IB   Global   Office  
Churchillplein   6  
2517   JW   Den   Haag  
Netherlands  
 
November   14,   2019  
 
000242   Synchronised   Evaluation   Visit   2019  
 
Dear   Mr.   Kearney,  
 
Please   find   enclosed   the   response   to   the   March   2019   report   that   the   International   School   of  
Paris   received   following   our   three   programme   evaluation   visit   in   February   2019.  
 
The   response   is   provided   in   the   following   format:  
 

● A   summary   of   each   of   the   findings   and   the   corresponding   required   evidence;  
● A   narrative   response   to   each   of   the   matters   to   be   addressed;  
● A   list   of   documents   to   be   used   as   evidence   as   outlined   in   the   narrative,   including:  

a. Our   current   action   plan   and   strategic   plan;  
b. Pieces   of   evidence   as   identified   by   the   IBO   for   each   of   the   matters   to   be  

addressed;   and,  
c. Additional   pieces   of   evidence   for   each   of   the   matters   to   be   addressed.  

 
The   majority   of   matters   to   be   addressed   are   in   regards   to   the   development   and   management   of  
collaborative   planning.   This   was   identified   as   a   strong   area   of   need   across   the   school   in   all   three  
programmes.   Since   the   accreditation   visit,   the   International   School   of   Paris   has   spent  
considerable   time   searching   for   a   long   term,   sustainable   solution   that   will   be   endorsed   by   all  
community   stakeholders   to   ensure   that   collaborative   planning   occurs   consistently   and   effectively  
in   all   areas   of   the   School.   In   the   following   pages   you   will   find   evidence   of   steps   already   taken,  
as   well   as   future   actions   that   will   assist   the   school   move   closer   to   meeting   this   requirement.  
 
We   would   like   to   express   our   thanks   to   the   members   of   the   visiting   evaluation   teams   for   their  
carefully   considered   feedback.  
 
Sincerely,  

 
John   Burns  
Head   of   School   
International   School   of   Paris  
 



Programme:   MYP/DP  
Standard:    B2  
Practice   2.4:    The   school   provides   dedicated   time   for   teachers’   collaborative   planning   and  
reflection  

 
 
Finding:    Review   of   documentation   evidenced   that   there   is   scheduled   weekly   meeting   time  
in   line   with   local   labor   agreements.   In   conversations   with   the   visiting   team,   teachers   and   the  
leadership   team   shared   that   the   time   is   also   used   for   organizational   matters   and   is   not   sufficient  
for   systematic   and   regular   collaboration   for   the   DP   and   MYP   and   the   continuum.  
 
In   addition,   heads   of   departments   identify   a   weekly   common   free   period   is   identified   for   teachers  
in   a   specific   subject   area   to   facilitate   collaboration   in   the   secondary.   However,   this   is   not   the  
case   for   all   subject   areas   and   in   some   areas   not   all   teachers   can   attend,   e.g.   MYP   individuals  
and   societies,   PHE   and   arts.   Review   of   the   meeting   schedules,   discussions   with   teachers   and  
the   primary   leadership   team   confirmed   that   there   are   limited   opportunities   for   teachers   to   plan  
collaboratively   due   to   timetabling   and   contractual   time   restrictions.   Primary   school   homeroom  
teachers   meet   once   a   week   with   the   PYP   coordinator   and   have   a   meeting   with   the   specialist  
and   learning   support   team.   However,   there   is   no   meeting   scheduled   for   reflection   across   grade  
levels.   Although   teachers   have   access   to   planning   slides   from   other   subjects   on   a   shared   drive,  
they   shared   with   the   visiting   team   that   they   were   not   always   aware   of   what   is   being   done   in   the  
other   grades   and   do   not   have   an   overview   of   the   vertical   and   horizontal   articulation   of   the  
programme.  
 
Evidence   Required:    Schedule   of   dedicated   time   for   teachers’   collaborative   planning   across  
campuses,   with   clear   indication   of   frequency,   duration,   attendees   and   agenda   items   for   how  
the   time   will   be   used.  
 
——————————————————————————————————————————-  
 
Narrative:   
 
Since   the   IB   accreditation   team’s   visit   in   February   of   2019,   the   school   has   conducted   a   thorough  
review   of   all   collaborative   planning   times   across   the   school.   As   a   result,   the   school   has  
restructured   its   collaborative   planning   times   to   support   the   positive   impact   that   classroom  
practice   has   that   lead   to   higher   levels   of   learning   for   students,   for   the   team,   and   for   the   school .  1

In   order   to   achieve   this   purpose,   the   school   has   designed   and   scheduled   weekly   Collaborative  
Planning   and   Reflection   Times   (CPT)   into   every   teacher’s   timetable .   Teachers   are   expected   to  2

collaborate   with   colleagues   during   this   time   in   ways   that   positively   affect   students   and   student  
learning   outcomes,   including    the   moderation   of   assessments.   In   order   to   best   guide   teachers   in  
delivering   a   clear   and   consistent   measure   of   students’   progress   and   creating   unit   plans   that   are  

1   CPT   Overview   2019-20   
2   CPT   Schedule:   PYP ,    CPT   Schedule:   MYP    and    CPT   Schedule:   DP  

1  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RH-NxJ3TvPTwuJv0akQfJ5IRBSFN2-Si
https://drive.google.com/open?id=168WHSRewwsWCXgnen1DS1tUkL762pCYw
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GpYoreIbcBix_-Xez1s9WYZQRdy_3CvM
https://drive.google.com/open?id=12E5hnw6p0aKPTkZb-1RzQaVt-UBGXBz9


differentiated   to   meet   student   needs,   Collaborative   Planning   Guiding   Principles   and   Statements 3

and   unit   planning   templates   have   been   created   to   support   teachers.   4

 
In   the   secondary   school,   each   teacher   now   has   a   more   narrowed   and   focused   teaching  
allocation   (i.e.   fewer   grade   levels   to   teach).   With   this   smaller   range   of   grade   levels,   a   teacher  
can   more   effectively   collaborate   with   colleagues,   in   a   deeper,   more   meaningful   sense   and   in   a  
more   efficient,   logistical   manner.   For   example,   last   year   a   teacher   might   have   been   responsible  
for   teaching   all   grades,   6th-   12th,   science   classes.   Now,   this   teacher   is   only   responsible   for  
teaching   7th-9th   grade   science   classes   in   conjunction   with   2   other   colleagues.   This   restructuring  
has   allowed   the   school   to   focus   teachers   into   smaller   collaborative   teaching   groups.   As   a   result  
of   this   change,   more   common   teaching   teams   have   been   established   and   the   school   has   been  
able   to   allocate   and   timetable   collaborative   planning   and   reflecting   times   into   each   teacher’s  
timetable .   Furthermore,   the   inclusion   of   collaborative   planning   and   reflection   times   on   teaching  5

timetables   has   allowed   the   IB   Coordinators   to   support   each   team   on   a   weekly   basis   as   the   team  
plans   and   reflects   on   units   of   study.   The   outcomes   are   documented   in   a   clear   and   consistent  
way   across   the   school   through   Managebac   and   internal   documents   available   on   Google   Drive .   6

 
With   the   introduction   of   the   Learning   Continuum   Director   position   this   year   and   the   restructuring  7

of   all   collaborative   planning   and   reflection   times   across   the   three   IB   Programmes ,   the   school  8

has   refocused   its   efforts   to   documenting   the   taught   and   assessed   curriculum   on   Managebac.  
This   platform   is   open   to   all   teachers   across   the   school,   6th-12th   grade   students,   and   all   parents.  
It   has   become   a   priority   for   the   school   to   ensure   all   curricular   aspects   of   the   school   are  
documented   in   a   consistent   and   clear   manner   on   Managebac   so   that   it   can   be   accessed   and  
utilised   by   all   stakeholders.   Recently,   teachers   have   been   trained,   in-house,   to   use   Managebac  
to   its   fullest   extent,   with   the   expectation   that   all   reporting   will   be   made   available   to   parents   this  
academic   year,   2019-20.   The   school   has   developed   its   expectations   and   guidelines   for   the   use  9

of   Managebac,   and   has   made   ongoing   training   a   priority .   Managebac   training   is   frequently  10

scheduled   for   staff   meetings,   and   is   made   available   to   teachers   as   needed   during   individual   or  
group   sessions.   Likewise,   sessions   are   planned   for   parents   so   that   they   feel   more   comfortable  
accessing   and   receiving   feedback   in   Managebac   for   their   child(ren).   Furthermore,   the   Learning  
Continuum   Director   is   able   to   track   and   monitor   the   school’s   progress   in   teaching   and   learning  
by   analysing   the   data   available   on   Managebac.   This   consistent,   all-school   approach   to  
documenting   the   curriculum   and   reporting   on   outcomes   in   Managebac   has   ensured   that   our  
curriculum   is   established   for   all   stakeholders   to   engage   with   on   a   regular   basis.  
 
In   addition   to   the   weekly   collaborative   planning   sessions,   the   school   has   devoted    three  
curriculum   development   days    to   the   collaborative   efforts   of   each   department/   subject   area .  11

3   Collaborative   Planning   Guiding   Principles   and   Statements  
4   PYP   Unit   Planner ,    MYP   Unit   Planner ,   and    DP   Unit   Planner  
5   Examples   of   Teacher   Timetables  
6   MYP   CPT   Planner   Examples    and    DP   CPT   Planner   Examples  
7   Learning   Continuum   Director   job   description  
8   CPT   Overview   2019-20   
9   ManageBac-   MYP/   DP   Teachers'   Guide  
10   Managebac   Training   for   Teachers  
11   Curriculum   Development   Day   Instructions  

2  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XeYc8BTus4y_r5Rc9F0PVltEjfiIP5nP
https://drive.google.com/open?id=10NZKm7o9ewKJzyc339pvV3TAclc5ehnE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QX1CyhrUsvR2x9CmtCsV2-WnObb3mdNW
https://drive.google.com/open?id=14ti5vaSfXUrb3vnDkt-2kD1GJXWg9xeA
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gePk3kRLSk9RcQVqBgs9aHU5xmUQQ7Ib
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1UScSeyQwHFvMzDs5GLShW6XkXRJzyePS
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1o8oI6fFeaGvpscsEUxq45C_7BWnPNFzJ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BjAlwWG5G9Hm8c3IBTqlrbuEuzD3nc_n
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RH-NxJ3TvPTwuJv0akQfJ5IRBSFN2-Si
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WxnZXRBxsxJBDKtOt4iSrBF2-6MhTPuQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FooS_Psty_eGwAhOij5XD5ljbBe66tit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ZluLc3E0RDq4s7Icr-VJCsqlQI5EUsfSlq5ysCnj9Qc/edit?usp=sharing


This   time   is   allocated   to   teachers   to   create/edit   subject   group   overviews ,   ensure   alignment   of  12

their   scope   and   sequence   across   the   grade   levels,   and   to   standar dise   assessme nts.   Each   of   the  
teams   has   support   from   the   respective   IB   Coordinators   to   help   guide   and   establish   the   expected  
outcomes   of   these   curriculum   development   days .   In   the   primary   school,   these   days   are   given  13

to   grade   level   teams   and/or   subject   areas   as   needed.   In   the   secondary   school,   these   days   are  
scheduled   for   the   months   of   October,   February,   and   May.   After   each   of   the   curriculum  
development   days,   the   IB   Coordinators   gather   feedback   through   a   survey   and   use   it   to   plan   for  
the   future   curriculum   development   days   and   collaborative   planning   and   reflecting   times .   14

 
In   addition   to   the   restructuring   of   common   collaborative   planning   and   reflection   times,   there   has  
been   a   restructuring   of   all   meeting   times.    Across   the   year   there   are   three   pupil-free   days  
allocated   for   teacher   professional   development .   During   these   days,   the   school   has   used   data  15

from   the   school’s   strategic   plan ,   which   has   been   informed   by   staff   surveys   and   the   IB,  16 17

NEASC,   and   CIS   Accreditation   Report   Feedback ,   to   further   invest   the   time   in   these   key   areas:  18

differentiating   the   curriculum   so   that   it   is   appropriate   to   meeting   the   needs   of   all   students;  
aligning   the   curriculum   vertically   across   all   subject   areas   and   all   three   programmes;   horizontal  
articulation   between   all   three   programmes;   and,   planning   for   interdisciplinary   learning.   
 
 
Resources:  

 
● CPT   Overview   2019-20   
● CPT   Schedule:   PYP  
● CPT   Schedule:   MYP  
● CPT   Schedule:   DP  
● Collaborative   Planning   Guiding   Principles   and   Statements  
● PYP   Unit   Planner  
● MYP   Unit   Planner  
● DP   Unit   Planner  
● Examples   of   Teacher   Timetables  
● MYP   CPT   Planner   Examples  
● DP   CPT   Planner   Examples  
● Learning   Continuum   Director   job   description  
● ManageBac-   MYP/   DP   Teachers'   Guide  
● Managebac   Training   for   Teachers  
● Curriculum   Development   Day   Instructions  
● MYP   Subject   Group   Overviews  
● DP   Subject   Overview   Examples  
● Curriculum   Development   Day   Feedback  
● Pupil   Free   Day:   Oct   25,   2019  

12   MYP   Subject   Group   Overviews    and    DP   Subject   Overview   Examples  
13   CPT   Overview   2019-20   
14   Curriculum   Development   Day   Feedback  
15   Pupil   Free   Day:   Oct   25,   2019  
16   Strategic   Plan  
17   Staff   Survey   Data  
18   ISP   Accreditation   Report   Feedback:   IB,   NEASC,   and   CIS  

3  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RH-NxJ3TvPTwuJv0akQfJ5IRBSFN2-Si
https://drive.google.com/open?id=168WHSRewwsWCXgnen1DS1tUkL762pCYw
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GpYoreIbcBix_-Xez1s9WYZQRdy_3CvM
https://drive.google.com/open?id=12E5hnw6p0aKPTkZb-1RzQaVt-UBGXBz9
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XeYc8BTus4y_r5Rc9F0PVltEjfiIP5nP
https://drive.google.com/open?id=10NZKm7o9ewKJzyc339pvV3TAclc5ehnE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QX1CyhrUsvR2x9CmtCsV2-WnObb3mdNW
https://drive.google.com/open?id=14ti5vaSfXUrb3vnDkt-2kD1GJXWg9xeA
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gePk3kRLSk9RcQVqBgs9aHU5xmUQQ7Ib
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1UScSeyQwHFvMzDs5GLShW6XkXRJzyePS
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1o8oI6fFeaGvpscsEUxq45C_7BWnPNFzJ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BjAlwWG5G9Hm8c3IBTqlrbuEuzD3nc_n
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WxnZXRBxsxJBDKtOt4iSrBF2-6MhTPuQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FooS_Psty_eGwAhOij5XD5ljbBe66tit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ZluLc3E0RDq4s7Icr-VJCsqlQI5EUsfSlq5ysCnj9Qc/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yRRX-_XzPbZZbh7LduaKHs6EqV1PwPJu
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kjrll32tvU_kci0MCmApqT8uVSYHuD-s
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1--3pcipeS8gtgjF8Ohd6kbH8eZtKq-bN
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YPbMpnEQU-t70vS-LSmsFVcpq2o3KgNx
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yRRX-_XzPbZZbh7LduaKHs6EqV1PwPJu
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kjrll32tvU_kci0MCmApqT8uVSYHuD-s
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RH-NxJ3TvPTwuJv0akQfJ5IRBSFN2-Si
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1--3pcipeS8gtgjF8Ohd6kbH8eZtKq-bN
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YPbMpnEQU-t70vS-LSmsFVcpq2o3KgNx
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SKi-NFBzjYBJCn_d0YEmDA4iYLTxu47v
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RUy7VR3JHRX451oGtuhC-uaeSU_0UgNc
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1bbDSeFjOSFNXPrQbp0bWmeX7S5OKAWKNDA8t0r74Psc/edit?usp=sharing


● Strategic   Plan  
● Staff   Survey   Data  
● ISP   Accreditation   Report   Feedback:   IB,   NEASC,   and   CIS   

4  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SKi-NFBzjYBJCn_d0YEmDA4iYLTxu47v
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RUy7VR3JHRX451oGtuhC-uaeSU_0UgNc
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1bbDSeFjOSFNXPrQbp0bWmeX7S5OKAWKNDA8t0r74Psc/edit?usp=sharing


 

Programme:   DP  
Standard:    B2  
Practice   3a:    The   school   complies   with   the   IB   professional   development   requirement   for   the  
DP   at   authorization   and   at   evaluation  

 
 
Finding:    A   review   of   the   submitted   Chart   2   and   documents   shared   during   the   visit   evidenced  
that   in   the   following   subjects,   teachers   appointed   during   the   period   of   review   have   not  
completed   IB   recognized   professional   development:   language   B,   mathematics   (3   teachers).   In  
economics   no   teacher   has   completed   training   on   the   current   guide.  
 
Evidence   Required:    Confirmation   of   registration   to   participate   in   IB-recognized   professional  
development   within   the   next   6   months   for   the   teachers   mentioned   in   the   findings.  
 
——————————————————————————————————————————-  
 
Narrative:   
 
At   ISP,   we   aspire   to   be   a   research-led   community   which   is   able   to   participate   in   educational  
development   and   innovation   whether   this   involves   our   ongoing   Action   Research   groups,   our  
annual   Research   Conference,   as   the   Paris   host   to   IB   Workshops   or   through   the   envisaged  
launch   of   our   Centre   for   Research   and   Professional   Learning.   The   school   is   committed   to  
building   the   capabilities,   talents   and   effectiveness   of   its   staff   through   professional   development  
that   supports   the   achievement   of   ISP’s   strategic   directions   and   the   aspirations   and   career  
development   of   individuals.   To   do   so,   the   school   invests   significantly   in   conventional   training   in  
partnership   with   both   national   and   international   agencies .  19

 
Since   the   IB   Accreditation   team’s   visit   in   February   2019,   the   required   IB-   Diploma   Programme  
trainings   for   existing   ISP   teachers   and   for   new   teachers   to   this   academic   year,   2019-20,   have  
been   booked   and/or   completed .   Our   school   agrees   with   the   IB   Requirements   in   that,   “at   least  20 21

one    Diploma   Programme   subject   teacher   per   subject,   one   TOK   teacher   and   the   CAS  
coordinator   must   participate   in   a   relevant   IB   workshop,   if   the   subject   or   course   has   been  
reviewed   during   the   period   under   review   and   when   a   new   guide   has   been   published.”   At   the  
time   of   the   accrediting   team’s   visit,   unfortunately,   the   school   was   experiencing   some   personnel  
related   matters   and   was   not   able   to   comply   with   its   own   and/or   IB   requirements   for   professional  
development.   However,   that   situation   has   been   rectified   and   the   school   is   back   on   track   to  
maintain   the   certification   requirements .   All   of   our   existing   DP   teachers   have   received   IB  22

Training,   and   all   of   our   new   teachers   have   either   received   or   have   been   booked   for   IB   training.   
 

19   ISP   Professional   Development   Policy  
20   IB   Training:   Bookings   for   New   Teachers   (2019-20)  
21   IB   Certificates:   DP   Teachers   (2019)  
22   Professional   Development   Training   List  

5  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PZB5Vk3Up6G4OzANQ2KIbtWN2qA0tsWp
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1KWELE-IjVPR9YejLeuGuciLpjWnpOfEj
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uB0V3nz1-rjkspang1uTNe7FEq_T3Khn
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11wBu3_Wzh3kNcl4WUeDBEip49rWiS1-J


Resources:  
 

● ISP   Professional   Development   Policy  
● IB   Training:   Bookings   for   New   Teachers   (2019-20)  
● IB   Certificates:   DP   Teachers   (2019)  
● Professional   Development   Training   List  

  

6  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PZB5Vk3Up6G4OzANQ2KIbtWN2qA0tsWp
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1KWELE-IjVPR9YejLeuGuciLpjWnpOfEj
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uB0V3nz1-rjkspang1uTNe7FEq_T3Khn
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11wBu3_Wzh3kNcl4WUeDBEip49rWiS1-J


 

Programme:   MYP  
Standard:    C1  
Practice   1.1b:    Collaborative   planning   and   reflection   facilitates   interdisciplinary   learning   to  
strengthen   cross-curricular   skills   and   the   deepening   of   disciplinary   understanding  

 
 
Finding:    Conversations   with   teachers,   heads   of   department   and   the   MYP   coordinator   show  
enthusiasm   for   authentic   interdisciplinary   learning.   Very   limited   collaborative   planning   time   is  
allocated   to   interdisciplinary   planning.   Heads   of   department,   the   MYP   coordinator   and   teachers  
indicate   that   collaborative   planning   and   reflection   does   not   currently   facilitate   interdisciplinary  
learning   due   to   a   lack   of   time.   Collaborative   planning   and   reflection   facilitates   interdisciplinary  
learning   to   strengthen   cross-curricular   skills   and   the   deepening   of   disciplinary   understanding.  
 
Evidence   Required:    Schedule   of   dedicated   time   for   teachers’   collaborative   planning   across  
campuses,   with   clear   indication   of   frequency,   duration,   attendees   and   agenda   items   for   how  
the   time   will   be   used.  
 
——————————————————————————————————————————-  
 
Narrative:   
 
For   the   past   three   years,   the   MYP   teachers   have   studied   and   implemented   interdisciplinary  
units   across   all   MYP   grade   levels,   and   across   all   subject   areas.   Throughout   this   time,   MYP  
teachers   have   engaged   in   multiple   sessions   to   collaboratively   plan   these   units,   implement,  
assess,   reflected   upon,   and   rewrite   or   edit   them .   Additionally,   all   new   staff   to   the   school   have  23

been   trained,   in-house,   on   interdisciplinary   teaching   and   unit   implementation .   24

 
In   the   most   recent   professional   development   day,   25   October,   2019,   all   MYP   teachers   engaged  
in   the   process   of   mapping   out   their   interdisciplinary   units.   Teachers   were   provoked   and  
encouraged   to   think   about   how   to   make   their   interdisciplinary   units   more   meaningful   and  
engaging .   Through   this   process,   teachers   studied   how   past   interdisciplinary   units   had   an  25

average   length   of   2   weeks   and   may   have   not   been   long   enough   to   allow   all   students   to   reach  
the   highest   levels   in   the   IDU   assessment   criteria .   After   working   through   multiple   pieces   of   data  26

and   analysing   their   previous   interdisciplinary   units ,   teachers   outlined   and   are   planning   to  27

execute   their   interdisciplinary   units   to   take   place   for   an   average   of   4-6   weeks,   which   will  
incorporate   more   opportunities   for   students   to   demonstrate   higher   learning.   We   have   found  

23   Schedule   of   dedicated   time   for   teachers'   collaborative   planning   for   IDUs   
24   Staff   Introduction   to   IDU   Planning  
25   Oct   25   PD:   IDU   Planning  
26   IDU   Student   Data   from   2018-19   (10th)    and    IDU   Student   Data   from   2018-19   (6th-9th)  
27   2018-19   IDU   Planners  
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success   in   giving   teachers   more   time   to   plan   and   are   giving   them   more   ways   of   thinking   about  
how   to   make   interdisciplinary   units   authentic   and   part   of   the   natural   curriculum .   28

 
Moving   forward,   we   plan   to   hold   sessions   on   a   continual   basis   where   teachers   come   together   to  
plan   their   interdisciplinary   units.   There   are   multiple   staff   meetings   scheduled   in   the   2019-20  
calendar   for   this   work   to   take   place .   At   the   end   of   the   year,   our   goal   is   to   have   students   be   able  29

to   articulate   their   learning   in   ways   that   show   the   connections   they   have   made   through  
interdisciplinary   teaching   and   learning.   The   student   outcomes   will   be   included   on   the   End   of  
Year   Report   that   goes   home   to   families.   On   each   of   the   unit   plans   in   Managebac,   teachers   will  
include   reflections   before   the   unit,   during   the   unit,   and   after   the   unit .   With   these   three  30

combined   efforts,   the   MYP   plans   to   keep   interdisciplinary   units   current   and   dynamic.  
 
 
Resources:  
 

● Schedule   of   dedicated   time   for   teachers'   collaborative   planning   for   IDUs   
● Staff   Introduction   to   IDU   Planning  
● Oct   25   PD:   IDU   Planning  
● IDU   Student   Data   from   2018-19   (10th)  
● IDU   Student   Data   from   2018-19   (6th-9th)  
● 2018-19   IDU   Planners  
● 2019-20   IDU   Planners  
● CPT   Overview  
● IDU   Reflections   in   Managebac   

28   2019-20   IDU   Planners  
29   CPT   Overview  
30   IDU   Reflections   in   Managebac  
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Programme:   MYP/DP  
Standard:    C1  
Practice:   2:    Collaborative   planning   and   reflection   takes   place   regularly   and   systematically  

 
 
Finding:    Collaborative   planning   time   for   the   MYP   is   available   during   some   of   the   Thursday  
afternoon   meeting   times,   as   indicated   in   the   meeting   schedule.   Some   subjects   also   benefit   from  
a   subject   specific   planning   period   identified   in   the   timetable.   Collaborative   planning   is   infrequent  
and   teachers,   heads   of   department   and   the   MYP   coordinator   shared   that   the   lack   of   time  
impacts   the   implementation   of   the   MYP.   The   Heads   of   department   and   the   MYP   coordinator  
explain   that   systems   for   the   use   of   MYP   collaborative   planning   times   are   not   currently  
formalised.  
 
In   the   DP,   teachers   have   six   hours   per   month   as   part   of   their   contractual   obligation   for   meetings  
on   top   of   their   teaching   commitment,   however,   conversations   with   subject   teachers   and   a   review  
of   the   meeting   schedule   showed   that   collaborative   planning   does   not   take   place   regularly   and  
systematically   and   the   lack   of   time   is   provided   to   the   visiting   team   as   a   reason.   While   some  
collaborative   planning   happens   in   department   meetings,   heads   of   department   shared   that   a  
process   to   ensure   systematic   collaboration   in   subject   areas   and   across   subject   areas   does   not  
exist.   Teachers   and   pedagogical   leaders   shared   with   the   visiting   team   that   collaborative  
meetings   on   vertical   and   horizontal   articulation,   TOK   integration,   a   shared   overview   of   students’  
learning   experiences,   agreed   expectations   of   student   learning   and   differentiation   are   not  
systematically   planned   over   the   course   of   an   academic   year.  
 
Evidence   Required:    For   each   programme,   a   schedule   of   dedicated   time   for   teachers’  
collaborative   planning,   with   clear   indication   of   frequency,   duration,   attendees   and   agenda   items  
for   how   the   time   will   be   used.  
 
——————————————————————————————————————————-  
 
Narrative:   
 
After   the   IB   Accreditation   Team’s   visit   in   February   2019,   the   school   experienced   a   major  
restructuring   of   all   collaborative   meetings   and   meeting   times .   As   part   of   this   restructuring,   a  31

new   position,   the   Learning   Continuum   Director,   was   created   to   help   oversee   and   ensure   the  
horizontal   and   vertical   articulation   of   all   three   IB   programmes .   Additionally,   the   Learning  32

Continuum   Director   ensures   that   all   key   elements   of   the   IB   are   met   with   consistency   and  
authenticity.   This   includes   collaborative   planning   and   reflection   across   the   school   and   how   best  
to   organise   and   document   these   structured   times.  
 

31   CPT   Overview  
32   Learning   Continuum   Job   Description  
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ISP   believes   that   collaborative   planning   and   reflection   is   necessary   in   order   to   give   students   the  
best   learning   experiences   and   highest   possibilities   of   success   in   their   futures .   As   such,   all  33

teachers   have   collaborative   planning   and   reflection   times   scheduled   on   a   weekly   basis   in   their  
timetables .   This   time   is   dedicated   for   teachers   to   meet   with   colleagues   and   engage   in   deep  34

and   meaningful   collaborative   unit   planning,   reflection,   and   data   analysis.   In   order   to   best   support  
these   weekly   collaborative   planning   and   reflection   times,   the   school   has   allocated   specific   times  
with   frequencies   and   durations,   agendas,   and   agenda   items   for   each   meeting .   With   the  35

consistent,   schoolwide   approach   to   collaborative   planning   and   reflection   time,   the   Learning  
Continuum   Director   in   conjunction   with   the   three   IB   Coordinators,   monitors   and   supports   each   of  
the   collaborative   planning   and   reflection   times .   In   addition   to   the   regular   planning   that   takes  36

place   in   a   collaborative   planning   and   reflection   time,   teachers   are   also   standardising   and  
moderating   assessments.   Guidance   is   provided   by   the   IB   Coordinators   to   aid   this   process .  37

This   collaborative   work   regarding   assessments   has   allowed   teachers   to   develop   and  
understand   their   expectations   for   student   learning   across   the   subject   area.   While   this   process   is  
not   entirely   new   to   ISP,   its   structure   and   purposeful   planning   is.   This   has   allowed   the   Learning  
Continuum   Director   and   various   members   of   the   Middle   Leadership   Team   to   gain   better   insight  38

to   the   data   that   the   school   collects   and   how   it   can   be   utilised   it   to   improve   instruction.  
 
As   part   of   the   collaborative   meeting   restructuring   process,   the   school   outlined   specific   meetings  
and   professional   development   days   where   horizontal   and   vertical   collaboration   will   occur .  39

These   meetings   are   carefully   planned   by   the   Learning   Continuum   Director   in   collaboration   with  
the   three   IB   Coordinators   and   members   of   the   Middle   Leadership   Team .   Vertical   and  40

horizontal   collaboration   occurs   during   curricular   development   days,   pupil   free   days,   and   during  
designated   staff   meeting   times.   For   each   of   these   meetings,   documentation   is   made   and   kept   in  
Google   Drive   and   in   Managebac,   where   appropriate.   Most   recently,   teachers   engaged   in   vertical  
articulation   during   the   pupil-free   day   in   October .   The   success   outcomes   that   day   included   a  41

review   of   the   scope   and   sequence   (all   subject   areas)   from   PreKindergarten   to   12th   grade.   The  
next   step   in   this   process   is   to   identify   gaps   and   overlap   areas   in   the   curriculum   and   to   discuss  
the   resources   we   use   to   support   learning.   As   for   our   horizontal   articulation   plan,   our   next   steps  
are   to   identify   the    strengths   and   weaknesses   of   key   concepts,   global   contexts,   approaches   to  
learning   across   the   school.   Our   goals   are   to:   analyse   our   usage   of   the   key   concepts   and   global  
contexts   across   the   school   to   identify   areas   of   strength   and   areas   for   improvement,   and   to  
develop   a   shared   understanding   of   AtL   expectations   for   every   grade-level   and   to   map   out   the  42

skills   and   how   they   are   being   explicitly   taught   across   the   school.   This   work   will   be   achieved  
through   our   weekly   collaborative   planning   and   reflection   times,   staff   meetings,   and   pupil-free  
days .  43

33   Collaborative   Planning   Guiding   Principles   and   Statements  
34   CPT   Timetables  
35   DP   Unit   Planner    and    MYP   Unit   Planner  
36   DP   CPT   Timetables    and    MYP   CPT   Timetables  
37   Moderation   and   Standardisation   of   Assessments  
38   MLT   members  
39   CPT   Overview  
40   MLT   members  
41   Vertical   Collaborative   Planning:   Oct   25   PD  
42   AtL   Mapping  
43   CPT   Overview  
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This   systematic   approach   to   vertical   and   horizontal   articulation   has   enabled   the   school   to   better  
analyse   various   components   of   the   curriculum,   and   has   allowed   for   a   complete   review   of   the  
integration   of   Theory   of   Knowledge   in   the   DP   units.   Most   recently,   DP   teachers   worked   through  
this   ToK   analysis   on   a   pupil-free   day ,   and   they   successfully   documented   these   integrations  44

into   their   units   on   Managebac .  45

 
 
Resources:  
 

● CPT   Overview  
● Learning   Continuum   Job   Description  
● Collaborative   Planning   Guiding   Principles   and   Statements  
● CPT   Timetables  
● DP   Unit   Planner   
● MYP   Unit   Planner  
● DP   CPT   Timetables    and    MYP   CPT   Timetables  
● Moderation   and   Standardisation   of   Assessments  
● MLT   members  
● Vertical   Collaborative   Planning:   Oct   25   PD  
● AtL   Mapping  
● CAS   and   ToK   Curricular   Links   in   DP   Units   Plans:   Oct   25   PD   Presentation  
● Sample   Unit   Plans   with   ToK   links  

 
 
  

44   CAS   and   ToK   Curricular   Links   in   DP   Units   Plans:   Oct   25   PD   Presentation  
45   Sample   Unit   Plans   with   ToK   links  
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Programme:   MYP  
Standard:    C1  
Practice   3:    Collaborative   planning   and   reflection   addresses   vertical   and   horizontal   articulation  

 
 
Finding:    Teachers,   heads   of   department   and   the   MYP   coordinator   indicate   that   some   of   the  
collaborative   time   available   on   Thursday   afternoons   and/   or   during   an   identified   period   in   the  
timetable   for   some   subject   areas,   is   used   for   vertical   articulation.   Planning   time   has   not   been  
available   this   academic   year   for   horizontal   articulation.  
 
Evidence   Required:    Schedule   of   dedicated   time   for   teachers’   collaborative   planning   across  
campuses,   with   clear   indication   of   frequency,   duration,   attendees   and   agenda   items   for   how  
the   time   will   be   used.  
 
——————————————————————————————————————————-  
 
Narrative:   
 
As   described   in   the   previous   sections   of   this   report,   the   school   has   restructured   its   approach   to  
collaborative   planning   and   reflection .   With   the   support   of   weekly   collaborative   planning   and  46

reflection   times   being   timetabled ,   a   more   deliberate   and   systematic   approach   has   been  47

developed   by   the   Learning   Continuum   Director   and   IB   Coordinators   to   ensure   the   vertical   and  
horizontal   articulation   of   the   curriculum.   Many   documents   have   been   carefully   constructed   and  
utilised   by   the   teachers   to   maintain   a   consistent   and   comprehensive   approach   in   all  
collaborative   efforts .   These   include   collaborative   planning   and   reflection   agendas,   agenda  48

items,   meeting   times   with   durations   and   frequency,   and   success   outcomes .   We   are   including  49

samples   in   this   report   to   highlight   the   efforts   the   school   has   taken   on   board   since   the   accrediting  
team’s   visit .  50

 
Through   these   weekly   meetings,   and   with   the   use   of   the   curricular   development   days   for   each  
department,   all   MYP   subject   group   overviews   have   been   updated   for   the   2019-20   academic  
year .   These   subject   group   overviews   will   be   used   to   help   identify   the    strengths   and  51

weaknesses   of   key   concepts,   global   contexts,   and   approaches   to   learning   across   the   school.  
This   academic   year,   our   goals   are   to:   analyse   our   usage   of   the   key   concepts   and   global  
contexts   across   the   school   to   identify   areas   of   strength   and   areas   for   improvement,   to   develop   a  
shared   understanding   of   AtL   expectations   for   every   grade-level,   and   to   map   out   the   skills   and  52

46   CPT   Overview  
47   MYP   CPT   Timetables  
48   Collaborative   Planning   Guiding   Principles   and   Statements  
49   DP   Unit   Planner    and    MYP   Unit   Planner  
50   Sample   CPT   Agendas  
51   MYP   Subject   Group   Overviews  
52   AtL   mapping  
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how   they   are   being   explicitly   taught   across   the   school.   This   work   will   be   achieved   through   our  
weekly   collaborative   planning   and   reflection   times,   staff   meetings,   and   pupil-free   days .  53

 
 
Resources:  
 

● CPT   Overview  
● MYP   CPT   Timetables  
● Collaborative   Planning   Guiding   Principles   and   Statements  
● DP   Unit   Planner  
● MYP   Unit   Planner  
● Sample   CPT   Agendas  
● MYP   Subject   Group   Overviews  
● AtL   mapping  

 
  

53   CPT   Overview  
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Programme:   PYP  
Standard:    C1  
Practice:   3:    Collaborative   planning   and   reflection   addresses   vertical   and   horizontal  
articulation  

 
 
Finding:    Conversations   with   homeroom   teachers   showed   that   although   they   collaborate   within  
their   grade   level,   there   is   currently   limited   knowledge   and   understanding   of   what   is   happening   in  
the   programme   of   inquiry   in   other   grades   and   limited   opportunities   for   them   to   work  
collaboratively   across   grade   levels   and   subject   areas   to   plan   and   reflect   on   the   vertical  
articulation   of   the   programme.  
 
Evidence   Required:    A   schedule   of   dedicated   time   for   teachers   to   plan   in   vertical   teams   that  
includes   frequency,   duration,   attendees   and   objectives   of   the   allocated   time.  
 
——————————————————————————————————————————-  
 
Narrative   Response:   
 
With   the   introduction   of   the   Learning   Continuum   Director   position   this   year   and   the  54

restructuring   of   all   collaborative   planning   and   reflection   times   across   the   three   IB   Programmes 55

the   school   has   refocused   its   efforts   to   documenting   the   taught   and   assessed   curriculum   on  
Managebac.   This   platform   is   open   to   all   teachers   across   the   school,   as   well   as   parents.   It   has  
become   a   priority   for   the   school   to   ensure   all   curricular   aspects   of   the   school   are   documented   in  
a   consistent   and   clear   manner   on   Managebac   so   that   it   can   be   accessed   and   utilised   by   all  
stakeholders.   Teachers   have   recently   been   trained,   in-house,   to   use   Managebac   to   its   fullest  
extent,   with   the   expectation   that   all   reporting   will   be   made   available   to   parents   this   academic  
year.   The   school   has   developed   its   expectations   and   guidelines   for   the   use   of   Managebac,   and  56

has   made   ongoing   training   a   priority .   Managebac   training   is   frequently   scheduled   for   staff  57

meetings   in   the   primary   school,   and   is   made   available   to   teachers   as   needed   during   individual  
or   group   sessions.   Likewise,   sessions   are   planned   for   parents   so   that   they   feel   more  
comfortable   accessing   and   receiving   feedback   in   Managebac   for   their   child(ren).   
 
In   order   to   ensure   the   curriculum   is   well   documented   in   a   central   location,   all   grade   level   teams  
meet   with   the   PYP   Coordinator   on   a   weekly   basis .   These   meetings   include   all   grade-level  58

homeroom   teachers   as   well   as   any   specialists   (e.g.   Learning   Support,   Art,   Music,   PE).   These  
meetings   are   timetabled   and   occur   on   a   regular   and   ongoing   basis .   The   documentation   of  59

54   Learning   Continuum   Director   job   description  
55   CPT   Overview  
56   Managebac   Expectations   and   Guidelines  
57   Managebac   Training   for   Teachers  
58   PYP   Collaborative   planning   times  
59  Ibid  
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these   meetings   is   consistent   and   allows   for   the   Learning   Continuum   Director   and   other  
members   of   the   educational   leadership   team   to   monitor   and   review   the   process   as   needed.   In  
addition   to   these   weekly   grade-level   meetings   with   the   PYP   Coordinator,   the   Learning   Support  
team   and   the   English   as   an   Additional   Language   (EAL)   team   have   weekly   meetings   with   each  
grade   level .   This   ensures   that   all   students’   needs   are   being   met   through   a   consistent   and  60

measured   approach.   These   meetings   are   documented   in   the   same   manner   as   the   grade   level  
team   meetings   and   are   made   available   on   the   school   Google   Drive.  
 
In   addition   to   the   weekly   collaborative   planning   and   reflection   meetings,   each   grade   level   works  
horizontally   and   vertically   to   administer,   interpret,   and   analyse   the   standardised   assessments  
that   are   given   throughout   the   year   (e.g.   reading   probes,   PM   benchmarks,   ISA,   GLOSS,   and  
JAM).   These   key   data   points   have   been   valuable   to   teachers   as   they   plan   for   units   of   study   and  
develop   their   teaching   strategies.   This   work   is   scheduled   to   continue   this   year,   through  
pupil-free   days   and   staff   meeting   times,   and   will   strengthen   curricular   discussions   both  
horizontally   and   vertically .   61

 
The   primary   school   is   committed   to   ensuring   that   vertical   articulation   occurs   throughout   the  
school   year.   Most   recently,   teachers   engaged   in   vertical   articulation   during   the   pupil-free   day   in  
October .   The   success   outcomes   that   day   included   a   review   of   the   scope   and   sequence   (all  62

subject   areas)   from   PreKindergarten   to   12th   grade.   The   next   step   in   this   process   is   to   identify  
gaps   and   overlap   areas   in   the   curriculum   and   to   discuss   the   resources   we   use   to   support  
learning.   Additionally,   in   supporting   the   need   for   increased   vertical   articulation   in   the   primary  
school,   subject   area   coordinators   for   Language   and   Maths   have   been   established   this   year   to  
ensure   the   standardisation   of   assessments,   alignment   of   the   scope   and   sequence,   and   review  
of   the   curriculum   and   its   resources.   In   order   to   support   this   vertical   articulation,   there   are   weekly  
meetings   in   the   Primary   School .   The   meetings   are   comprised   of   the   members   of   Middle  63

Leadership   Team   (subject   coordinators,   the   PYP   coordinator,   Vice   Principal   for   Organisation   of  
Learning,   Vice   Principal   of   Wellbeing,   and   Primary   School   Principal)   and   occur   every   Tuesday  64

afternoon .   The   outcomes   of   these   meetings   are   documented   and   then   distributed   to   all   PYP  65

teachers.  
 
 
Resources:  
 

● Learning   Continuum   Director   job   description  
●    CPT   Overview  
●    Managebac   Expectations   and   Guidelines  
●    Managebac   Training   for   Teachers  
●    PYP   Collaborative   planning   times  

60   Ibid  
61   CPT   Overview  
62   Ibid  
63   PYP   Vertical   alignment   /   collaborative   planning   times  
64   Primary   Organisational   Chart  
65   MLT   Agenda  
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